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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

As soon as it was announced that COVID-19 would be combated with novel mRNA gene transfer

technology, a number of scientists spoke out against it with dire warnings about potential health

ramiDcations, including the theory that fertility might be adversely impacted.

In the two years since the rollout of these COVID shots, our worst fears have come true. Still,

mainstream media feign surprise. Case in point: The Washington Post recently reported that

“Pregnancy complications spiked during the pandemic” and “no one knows exactly why.”

Aside from COVID-19 itself, the COVID shots are the only thing that has impacted a vast majority of

the population worldwide during this timeframe, and everywhere the same effects are reported. To

claim “no one knows why” is to ignore the proverbial elephant in the room as its tail is swatting you

in the face and its trumpet sound threatens to shatter your eardrums.

Both Virus and Shots May Have Similar Impacts on Pregnancy

The Washington Post seems to go out of its way to not implicate the COVID shots, laying all the

blame on the virus itself. But even then, they fail to address the fact that it’s the spike protein that is

the most likely culprit. The obvious reason for that is because the spike protein is also what your

body produces in response to the COVID shots.

However, when you read things like, “last fall and winter, Amy Heerema McKenney, a Cleveland

Clinic pathologist ... began receiving eerily similar reports of stillbirths,” you realize that “last fall

and winter” refers to the winter of 2021, not 2020 or 2019.

In other words, we’re talking about a time when most people had received one or more mRNA

shots, while the virus itself had mutated into milder forms that were rarely associated with severe

blood clotting issues and other anomalies.

That said, it’s by no means impossible that SARS-CoV-2, even in its milder expressions, might have

an adverse impact on pregnancy. After all, we’re likely talking about a genetically engineered

bioweapon.

The respiratory effects may have mutated to be less severe while other organs may still be more

adversely impacted by the spike protein. We also have the “shedding” issue to contend with, so just

because a woman is unjabbed doesn’t mean she’s not affected by COVID jab spike protein.

Unique Damage to the Placenta

The Washington Post goes on to describe what McKenney was Dnding in the winter of 2021:

“Almost as soon as she began looking into [the stillbirths], Heerema McKenney recalled,

she became ‘pretty panicked.’ A normal placenta is spongy and dark, re?ecting the

nourishing blood ?owing through it. The ones she was looking at in her lab from the

mothers who lost their babies were like nothing she had ever seen before: Frm, scarred and

more of a shade of tan.

‘The degree of devastation was unique,’ she said. Flipping through case Fles, she noted that

most of the women were in their second trimester, unvaccinated or only partially

vaccinated, and infected with the coronavirus within a two-week window before their

pregnancies ending.

Heerema McKenney herself saw fewer than 20 potentially coronavirus-related stillbirths

over about six months. But her Fndings matched up with cases colleagues were seeing in

other parts of the world.

And they also echoed those in a paper from Ireland that looked at seven cases — six

stillbirths and one second-trimester fetal death in pregnant people infected with the

coronavirus — resulting from what the authors called ‘a readily recognizable pattern of

placental injury.’ She said, ‘That's when we realized we were all looking at the same thing.’"

While McKenney claims most were either unjabbed or partially jabbed, other evidence clearly

implicate the COVID shots. For example, in November 2021, Lions Gate Hospital in North

Vancouver, British Columbia (BC), delivered an astonishing 13 stillborn babies in a 24-hour period,

and all of the mothers had received the COVID jab.  In a typical month, there may be one stillborn

baby at the hospital, making 13 stillbirths in 24 hours highly unusual.

Types of Pregnancy Complications on the Rise

That something is terribly wrong is clear from global statistics. Around the world, women are

reporting abnormal menses  and vaginal hemorrhaging,  both post-COVID  and after exposure to

the jab  or someone who got the shot. Birth rates have signi;cantly dropped, and we’re seeing

signiDcant upticks in preeclampsia,  miscarriages,  premature births,  early puberty, as well

as maternal and infant deaths.

According to a research letter  in JAMA published in late June 2022, maternal deaths in the U.S.

rose from 18.8 per 100,000 live births prepandemic, to 25.1 per 100,000 live births during the

second, third and fourth quarters of 2020, a relative increase of 33.3%.

That increase can be attributed to COVID-19, since no COVID shots were available in 2020. We don’t

yet have the statistics for 2021 and 2022, but based on obituaries and social media posts, it seems

many new mothers are now dying “suddenly” and for no apparent reason. Time will tell, but I doubt

the trend has gotten any better after the rollout of the COVID shots for pregnant women.

More Vaccines for Pregnant Women

Despite the clear risks of vaccinating during pregnancy, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration

recently approved a whooping cough vaccine for newborns that is given to mothers in the third

trimester. This is the Drst vaccine aimed at infants that is to be preemptively given to the mother

during pregnancy. According to Pharmacy Times:

“Since children aged 2 months of age or younger are not eligible to receive an actual

vaccine themselves, administering the Tdap vaccine to the mother can boost the infant’s

immune system by boosting antibodies in the mother, who then transfers the antibodies to

the developing fetus ...

According to the CDC, although only 4.2% of US cases occur in this age group, 31% of

infants who contract the disease who are also younger than 6 months go to the hospital

due to the illness.”

Swedish Journalist Critiques American Reporting

In an early October 2022 commentary in the Swedish newspaper Sydsvenskan,  journalist and

author Johan Anderberg expressed being perplexed by The New York Times’ jubilant

announcement this past summer that toddlers could Dnally get the COVID shot.

“For a reader on the other side of the Atlantic, the reporting on infant vaccination appeared

somewhat puzzling,” Anderberg writes. “In most European countries, citizens had long

since stopped caring about the pandemic, and in Denmark, the head of public health, Soren

Brostrom, had even said that it was a mistake to vaccinate children between the ages of 5

and 11.

But for the New York Times — and its subscribers — this was a big event. When the

magazine asked its readers to send in stories about what it was like to live with

unvaccinated toddlers, they received 1,600 responses. Several of them said their children

had never been allowed to play with friends or meet their relatives indoors.

At the end of the summer, the Frst numbers came out on how many Americans had actually

vaccinated their toddlers in the Frst month. It turned out fewer than 5% of American

children under the age of 5 had received their Frst injection.

Not so long ago, those kinds of numbers would have been thought provoking for a

newspaper like the New York Times: Did we have an incorrect picture of the mood in the

country? ... Was there a perspective on the issue that we missed? But it no longer works

that way.”

He goes on to describe how The New York Times has changed from “all the news that’s Dt to print”

into a publication that cherry picks its stories based on political bias and a preconceived agenda,

and rarely ever presents more than one viewpoint anymore.

Had they been more journalistically inclined and less biased, they would not have gotten the COVID-

jab-for-infants’ story so wrong. Many Americans also “received a blatantly incorrect picture of the

risks with the new coronavirus through The New York Times reporting,” Anderberg writes.

The New York Times’ fallacies spread as far and as high as the Supreme Court, where Supreme

Court Judge Sonia Sotomayor publicly overstated the number of serious COVID infections among

children by 2,000%. That enormous eub was a direct result of depending on mainstream sources

with an agenda to spread fear rather than truth.

Vaccines and Bioweapons Are One Industry

The fact that we have no real independent press anymore has become painfully clear over the past

three years. What we have are corporate-government propaganda outlets and censored alternative

media. There’s not much in between.

Certainly, you rarely ever Dnd both sides of an issue covered by the same media outlet anymore.

Media has become incredibly polarized and, with it, the population at large. As noted by Anderberg,

the mainstream press has played a key role in this polarization, as it has abandoned rules of

journalism such as unbiased research and reportage and presenting more than one side of every

story.

The reason for this appears to be because media are owned and controlled by those who beneDt

from the pandemic. In short, media’s refusal to state the obvious is because the obvious doesn’t Dt

the narrative that we must surrender our freedom for biosecurity’s sake.

“ Once people realize that the vaccine industry
and the bioweapons industry have become one and
the same, the big picture will become clearer.”

But the promise of biosecurity is itself a lie. Not only is SARS-CoV-2 a bioweapon, but the COVID

shot is too. Once people realize that the vaccine industry and the bioweapons industry have

become one and the same, the big picture will become clearer.

COVID Shots Are Weapons of Mass Destruction

These shots may have many purposes, but none of them is to protect your health. They may be part

of a depopulation agenda. They may be part of an ongoing experiment to perfect some aspect of

the transhumanist goal to merge man with AI and synthetic biology. They may have a social

engineering purpose. They’re undoubtedly part of the global takeover effort by the New World

Order/Great Reset cabal.

But they’re not part of a benevolent public health program. If they were, the corporate-government

alliance would not have spent billions to Drst entice and bribe people into taking the shots

(remember those million-dollar lotteries?), and later shame, bully and threaten to ostracize from

society or outright kill the unvaccinated.

If COVID-19 were a naturally-occurring virus, then scientists, media, Big Tech and bioweapons chief

Dr. Anthony Fauci would not have gone out of their way to suppress and censor debate about its

origin.

Similarly, if the COVID shots were a novel but beneDcial intervention for an unprecedented health

crisis, the input and feedback of scientists around the world would have been welcomed rather than

censored. (Ditto for doctors’ feedback on successful treatments. If saving lives was the goal, all

suggestions would have been welcomed.)

The reason no one, regardless of qualiDcations, is permitted to speak about the dangers of these

shots is because they’re supposed to be dangerous. They’re bioweapons. The mindset of those

pushing for a post-human transhumanist world may be complex (if not incomprehensible), but the

strategy to achieve their desired ends is that simple.

Mankind Is Being Regressed Into Oblivion

Mankind is being decimated by not just one but several different bioweapons — the original virus

and a steady stream of ever-changing gene ineuencing shots. In the process, survivors of the next

generation, children born and growing up in these times, are being robbed of intelligence, health

and life span.

Mankind is quite literally being regressed. The Big Pharma-biotech-bioweapons complex are risking

everything, the very future of mankind itself, in this effort to “reset” the world and shape it to their

own liking and beneDt.

Many worry about a nuclear World War III between nations but, in reality, World War III has already

begun. The transhumanist-centered pharma-bioweapons industry has spent the last two years

decimating its enemy — mankind — using the most sophisticated biowarfare and social engineering

tools the world has ever seen.

Learn to Say No

The primary defense we have against these attacks is the word “no.” If enough of us simply reject

whatever they roll out next and work on building our own parallel systems, we can preserve life and

liberty for coming generations.

The globalist cabal is using bioweapons, but we can refuse to take them. They’re using

sophisticated social engineering, but we can educate ourselves on their tactics, thereby insulating

ourselves against their programming. They’re tearing down the infrastructure we depend on for life,

including the Dnancial system, the health care system and the food system, but we can replace

them with ethical and pro-human alternatives.

We don’t have to agree to their “solutions,” which are coming, and will include living in smart cities

with digital identities, a social credit score, surveillance down to your biological processes and a

programmable central bank digital currency (CBDC), all of which will render you into a 21st century

slave with a digital choke chain around your neck. Avoiding that fate won’t be easy. It certainly won’t

be convenient. But it’ll be worth it.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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The personal and inescapable duty of the doctor, enshrined in his code of ethics, obliges him to ensure the free and informed consent of

the patient. Future mothers and babies are suffering terrible damage in pregnancy, and as if this were not enough, lifelong damage to the

baby's heart in the recommendation approved yesterday of submitting children up to 6 months of age to biological weapons. The basis

for refusing the injections is that the risk information is not available because the gene vaccine against COVID-19 is an unlicensed

experimental product authorized under the guise of a public health emergency and that, furthermore, it has not been adequately tested in

animals, there should be no promotion of this product and, above all, there should be no adverse consequences for those who refuse.

Do not put pressure on the person. Renowned academics and scientists from Quebec and around the world have been Dred for speaking

publicly and expressing fully justiDed reservations about anti-covid injections. Censorship that deprives parents of information essential

to making informed decisions is unacceptable.

Doctors have suffered biological weapons damage to their own bodies 80 young doctors in Canada have died since the launch of vax.

Also here is Dr. Makis's second letter to the Canadian Medical Association respectfully asking them to fulDll his duties: to investigate the

death and carnage associated with injections, and to stop mandates for healthcare workers to be injected.

drtrozzi.org/.../80-canadian-mds-boosted-and-dead  live2Dghtanotherday.substack.com/p/80-untimely-canadian-doctor-deaths

 (10/18/2022)
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Now 96 doctors in Quebec are calling for an end to vaccinating children against COVID. Even Dr. Paul Opt, director of the FDA's

vaccine advisory committee, said there was a real risk that the mRNA product given to the child could permanently weaken his

immune system, making him more vulnerable to future infections than if he were unvaccinated. . He recently added that special

care had to be taken with bivalent injections, which have been put on the market without any prior human experimentation.

Dr. Kieran Moore, Ontario's medical opcer of health, reported the acceptance rate of the fourth dose by Ontarians age 70 and older,

about 16 percent www.msn.com/en-ca/news/canada/ontario-s-top-doctor-urges-mask-wearing-..  (10/13/2022)

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/96-doctors-in-quebec-call-for-an?utm_source..  (10/21/2022) But the truth is that the CDC's vaccine

advisory committee yesterday voted unanimously (15-0) to recommend adding COVID-19 vaccines for children up to 6 months of

age to the new vaccination schedule for children and adolescents, which it will be implemented in February 2023.

Commenting on Wodi's statement, Dr. Meryl Nass said: “And that was it. Without legal justiDcation. No moral or ethical

justiDcation. And deDnitely no medical or scientiDc justiDcation." Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., said: “This reckless action is Dnal proof of

the cynicism, corruption and capture of an eleven exemplary public health agency. ACIP members have again demonstrated that

fealty to their pharma overlords eclipses any residual concerns they may harbor for child welfare or public health. “This is an act of

child abuse on a massive scale.” childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/childhood-covid-vaccine-schedule/?..  (10/20/2022)
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MIT's Dr. Stephanie Seneff issued an urgent warning against vaccinating children against covid. Also the Danish national board of

health says that vaccinating children against covid was a mistake. If bureaucrats could get things done again, she says, children's

immune systems would have been left to themselves. Countless millions of children there now have to live with that drama for the

rest of their lives, newstarget.com/2022-01-18-stephanie-seneff-mit-warning-against-vaccina..  .(01/18/2022)

newstarget.com/2022-06-24-vaccinating-children-covid-mistake-danish-he..  .(06/24/2022) Vaccine injuries and deaths are also

being recorded at an alarming rate around the world, especially in highly vaccinated countries. Big Pharma and its cohorts are

sensing that people are starting to wake up and back off. More than 40 percent of parents in the US say they will "deDnitely not"

vaccinate their children, while the German Hospital Federation calls for the vaccination mandate to be withdrawn.

expose-news.com/2022/07/29/covid-vaccine-news-vaccinators-are-getting-..  (07/29/2022)
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Pushing the covid shots goes so far beyond informed consent. It is clear that these fake vaccines are failures in every aspect and

should be immediately removed and destroyed where ever they are found on the planet. Any doctor still pushing them at this point

with all the horriDc statistics now available, is a criminal committing willful murder and mayhem against innocents. These insane

doctors must be stopped, arrested, tried, and punished. (Of course all the others involved should face the same fate.) They should

never be allowed to practice medicine again.

They are beyond derelict in their duty and are now criminals. The beneDt of the doubt is long gone. I think it was gone from the roll

out of these dangerous, untested and fake vaccines. Any doctor with a moral compass would have known that without proper

procedures and tests having been done on the untested vaccines, they were inherently dangerous. After 50 people died, the vaxxes

should have been immediately pulled. The fact that they weren't is evidence of premeditated genocide.
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With the information of genetic weapon damage alone, people would never inject such a deadly weapon. Genocide and planned

control, worldwide Corona Crisis: Destroying Civil Society, Engineered Economic Depression, Global Goup d’Etat and the “Great

Reset”. Injections are killing people, and the deaths are consistent with Bill Gates/World Economic Forum's intention to reduce the

world's population. However, an intermediate goal is to transition to vaccine passport and thus population control with rewards and

punishments like the Chinese Social Credit System.

This allows controlled populations to be scapegoats for the chaos caused by depopulation. The WarRoom/DailyClout PDzer

Document Research Volunteers, a group of 3,000 highly credentialed physicians, RNs, biostatisticians, medical fraud investigators,

laboratory clinicians, and research scientists, have been producing report after report, to tell the world what it is in the 55,000

internal PDzer documents that the FDA had asked a court to keep secret for 75 years. By court order, these documents were

forcibly disclosed.

And our experts are serving humanity by reading these documents and explaining them in layman's terms. The lies revealed are

impressive. PDzer learned in May 2021 that the hearts of 35 minors had been damaged a week after the MRNA injection, but the

FDA implemented the EUA for adolescents a month later anyway, and the parents did not receive a press release from the

government. of the US on heart damage until August 2021, after thousands of adolescents were vaccinated.
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PDzer, and thus the FDA, knew that, contrary to what highly paid spokespeople and bought doctors were assuring people, that

spike protein lodges in the liver, spleen, adrenal glands, lymph nodes, and, if woman, in the ovaries. Adverse events recorded in

internal PDzer documents are completely different from those reported on the CDC website or advertised by corrupt doctors,

medical organizations, and hospitals. People who have tried to raise any of these issues have been disqualiDed, reprimanded by

the president, called crazy, and severely punished. www.lewrockwell.com/2022/07/lew-rockwell/the-covid-vaccine-plot/  (July 25,

2022) www.globalresearch.ca/the-2020-worldwide-corona-crisis-destroying-civi..  (21 July, 2022)
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Absolutely Gui, the heavy-handed censorship shutting down any observations, research, rejection of past known information &

medical practices, Divide and Conquer taken to new levels by social distancing - Alone - Together, most of the Va-xxxed never

hearing as much as one word about the eood of negatives surrounding a plague created on paper, not in nature. The vaccinated

are not our enemy. They are wounded prey, if they are not already dead. We too are wounded prey as we struggle to break through

all the jack-booted tactics. We have to build our parrel structures or submit to the Para$tic Predator$ nightmare world they view as

creating their vision of Utopia.
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Yes, Gui, big Pharma and the "agencies" pushing this plan are sensing that the people "are starting to wake up". Well, the MSM

news agencies that have been avoiding covering the "waking" and avoiding participating in the "waking" of us are complicit. If they

are covering up all the items you covered in your posts above, they are as guilty of the death and destruction brought by these

shots as the manufacturers who put the drugs on the market without supcient testing. The waking of the people is happening far

after some of the scientists and doctors started giving fair warning to the CDC with scientiDc evidence of the high injury rate and

elevated death rate that is due to all these mRNA shots.

I would say, from the time the CDC and other agencies within the government got their Drst warnings with full scientiDc

documentation from some of our diligent doctors, they are functioning on grounds that will allow easy conviction. They are willfully

proceeding on a course that was already proven deadly months ago, and therefore are NOT going to have "immunity" protection per

the PREP Act. That protection of immunity from prosecution is only available to innocent practitioners who know nothing about the

overwhelming downside of a vaccine. Once anyone gives a shot with awareness that the shot cannot be justiDed, or promotes

giving shots that cannot be justiDed, they have no protection or immunity from prosecution: aspr.hhs.gov/.../default.aspx
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Yes, Just, "We have to hang out together, or we'll certainly hang out separately." Recently, in the truth and freedom movement, we

are experiencing the sowing of seeds of coneict among us. Something is trying to separate us; but we must remain united. Here is

the brief and important message from Dr. Malone. drtrozzi.org/2022/10/18/dr-robert-malone-calls-for-strength-in-communa..

 Also some voices have been a great response to wake up from the dream that the medical and political tyranny is subjecting to

humanity this conversation can help: In a world where scientiDc and medical dissent is marginalized, ridiculed or censored.

The Alliance for Natural Health International and co-hosts at the Westreich Foundation, presented an uncensored conversation

chaired by a leading, highly published, U.S. professor of family medicine and public health, Paul Mills, Ph.D. His guests were world

leading cardiologist, Peter McCullough, M.D. MPH FACC, vaccinologist, Geert Vanden Bossche, DVM Ph.D. and our founder, Rob

Verkerk MSc DIC PhD FACN. The topic of conversation was nothing less than some of the key issues around COVID-19, mass

vaccination and early treatment that have split societies all over the world.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/paul-mills-peter-mccullough-geert-..
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Yes, stoneharbour, an increasing number of people are losing trust in the main channels of communication. Opcial sources have

blatant political, industrial, and ideological agendas that misrepresent facts and misrepresent events. The rise in popularity of

independent media shows that people are more questioning and making their own decisions about important issues, history,

medical decisions, and current events. greenwald.substack.com/.../journalists-start-demanding-substack  .-------Comment from

Meryl Nass on her own substack: PFIZER DOCS.

PFIZER DOCUMENTS. This is HUGE. PDzer told FDA it had to hire 600 extra employees to process the adverse event/death reports

from its COVID vaccine after only 3 months of rollout. PDzer told the FDA that it had to hire an additional 600 employees to process

adverse event/death reports from its COVID vaccine after only 3 months of implementation.

phmpt.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/reissue_5.3.6-postmarketing-exper..  They said you can't keep a secret when so many are

involved. But the Kennedy assassination proved them wrong. They said you can't keep a secret when so many are involved.

They said you can't keep a secret when so many are involved. . How many knew at PDzer, FDA, HHS, Oracle about the carnage that

required 600 new hires simply to process the paperwork? merylnass.substack.com/p/its-opcial-cdc-and-uk-government.-----  “A

REAPPRAISAL IS LONG OVERDUE”: MAINSTREAM SCIENTISTS, DOCTORS, PARENTS SPEAK OUT ABOUT HARMS OF COVID-19

VACCINES. www.theepochtimes.com/health/scientists-doctors-parents-speak-out-abou..  (10/19/2022)
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Regression of Humanity, How Big Pharma Is Risking Everything
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

Media are reporting that pregnancy complications have spiked during the COVID

pandemic, but claim the cause is unknown

*

Most blame the virus itself. But even then, they fail to address the fact that it’s the

spike protein that is the most likely culprit. The obvious reason for that is because

the spike protein is also what your body produces in response to the COVID shots

*

Around the world, women are reporting abnormal menses and vaginal hemorrhaging,

both post-COVID and after exposure to the jab or someone who got the shot. Birth

rates have signiDcantly dropped, and we’re seeing upticks in preeclampsia, miscarriages, premature births and early puberty, as well as

maternal and infant deaths

*

Despite the clear risks of vaccinating during pregnancy, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration has approved a whooping cough vaccine for

newborns that is given to mothers in the third trimester. This is the Drst vaccine aimed at infants that is to be preemptively given to the

mother during pregnancy

*

While U.S. media celebrated the FDA’s authorization of COVID shots for infants under the age of 5 last summer, European countries had long

since stopped caring about the pandemic, and the head of public health in Denmark admitted it was a mistake to vaccinate children

between the ages of 5 and 11

*
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Hi, Gui. It bothers me that "Professionals" continue to call the SYNTHETIC spike protein a "spike protein", comparing it to the

NATURAL spike protein. It is in no way, natural. It is SYNTHETIC - created in a lab; and AFAIK, only contains ONE spike! It's the

synthetic spike protein; as well as the encapsulated lipid nanoparticles and the plethora of other toxins, nanobots, parasites,

graphene, etc., that are causing the sickness and death. -- I found something most interesting in the local online newspaper: -- This

is signiDcant! "There were 147 cases reported in those Dve facilities, with two residents dying while they were infected with

COVID-19.

It is possible that they died from something unrelated to the disease.". -- Note the wording: "It is possible". In other words (no pun

intended); it's not a total admission...kind of like the half truths that they come out with - when they're not outright lying! BTW: this

is shortly after they announced that "Any death that occurs within 30 days of a 'positive covid test', will be recorded as a covid

death - regardless of how they died"! The question that people should be asking, is - why this abrupt change in "reporting".
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Very true Randy. I'm sure you remember this article. BHAKDI/BURKHARDT PATHOLOGY RESULTS SHOW 93% OF PEOPLE WHO

DIED AFTER BEING VACCINATED WERE KILLED BY THE VACCINE The vaccine was implicated in 93% of the deaths in the patients

they examined. What's troubling is the coroner didn't implicate the vaccine in any of those deaths. Medical examiners are not

evaluating that vaccines can cause death because they are not doing the proper tests. They don't order the tests because they

don't want to know. The CDC also does not require these tests to be done. They don't want to know. Family members may request

that tests be performed on tissue samples from the deceased.

They also don't want to know the truth (it's too painful). Deb Conrad and Gina Doane: If someone dies from the vaccine, if the

doctor says he didn't do it, it's not possible to change the medical records and death certiDcate to reeect the truth. Nobody wants

to blame the vaccine. stevekirsch.substack.com/p/bhakdiburkhardt-pathology-results.-----

 stevekirsch.substack.com/p/my-interviews-with-ryan-cole-deb?utm_source..  .--- We also know that hospitals across the country

are reportedly being paid $100,000 per patient to administer drugs like remdesivir, which makes Tony Fauci money, and ventilators,

which basically kill patients in a few days.

Modern medicine is a scam for proDt, in other words making money for the rich by ineicting death and destruction on the masses.

And this has perhaps never been more undeniably evident than since the Wuhan coronavirus Drst appeared. These politicians are

just puppets of the corporate globalists who are clearly making public policy now and making the decisions through these puppet

politicians. survivaldan101.com/governments-put-a-bounty-on-your-life-for-each-covi..
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Randyfast
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Thanks for the reply, Gui. Yes; this society has deDnitely gone over to "the dark side". They care nothing for humanity - only proDt!

Every time they are pushing more of their evil, they mention "STAKEHOLDERS". It's the stakeholders that matter - no matter what

the 'cost'. -- You probably know of this man; but just in case he slipped under your radar...he is one undertaker who believes in the

TRUTH. -- oh17.com/2022/10/16/this-is-genocide-with-john-olooney-good-morning-ch..  -- Gui; at this point, the truth is staring us

in the face...how can anyone not see it?!
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Gui- Thank You and other commenters for your thoughts and prayers for my eye. Went to the retina specialist who did a laser

procedure to seal the small leak I had. She gave me a small laser treatment yesterday and said it is working an very possible I will

heal with surgery. Thank you Again. My comment is why is nothing said about preventative alternatives instead of the vaccine?

Even though the FDA does not allow "Non Approved" treatments for Covid and never recommending Vitamin D or probiotics or any

supplements you would think they could say lose weight or watch you blood sugar for the people with comorbidities. They could

simply say eat foods high in nutrients or foods containing probiotics/B vitamins/etc to build a stronger immune system.

Not one word from the FDA/WHO/CDC/Fauci/local "so called in name only" health opcials about nutrition. If I could ask them one

question it would be ."Why do we NEED to Eat" and a follow up is what is in food that we need to survive and if we are deprived of

food how long do we live? We know that most foods are devoid of nutrition so that is why we supplement which mean "In addition

To" not in replacement of. Our creator gave our bodies the ability to self repair with the proper nutrition but that has turned into self

destruction instead.
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Don't know if this will amount to anything; here's breaking news: "CDC shoots down false claims that it will mandate COVID-19

vaccines for schoolchildren, saying states make that decision" -

www.marketwatch.com/story/cdc-shoots-down-false-claims-it-will-mandate..
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Canada is under the control of WEF tyrant Trudeau.
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I am fvtomasch glad that you are recovering from your small retinal detachment. Your concerns are very true. In addition to an

increasingly poor diet due to intensive agriculture and livestock, we have pesticides such as glyphosate that prevent adequate

food availability. The basis on which medical health is now based is absent from the logic of boosting the immune system with the

support of traditional medicines. We cannot allow technology to dominate the existence of the human being, we are biology and

we must respect our immunological integrity in order to defeat diseases and not degenerate the human race.

Man was created to fully respect his humanity. Immunity comes from lifestyle, from naturally nourishing your own systemnot from

pharmaceuticals. all previous human societies would have disappeared from Earth if humans were not internally equipped with an

overwhelmingly powerful immune system. Linking with your concerns: 100 QUESTIONS THEY DON'T WANT TO ANSWER. By Steve

Kirsch. “The most troubling part of the pandemic to me is the lack of transparency and accountability. The authorities love to

create mandates we must follow, but they refuse to be held accountable.” Since nobody inside the CDC, NIH, or FDA will talk to me

or any members of my team of experts, I have tried to discuss the evidence summarized in this document with the members of the

outside committee members of the CDC and FDA.

I offered them $1M to take a meeting (or I will donate it to a charity of their choice if they want). They all refused This article

exposes: the incriminating evidence. Censorship. Responsibility. Epcacy and safety of vaccines. Biased news coverage.

Corruption. Intimidation tactics. Mandates. More expensive. Social distancing. Tests. Responsibility.

stevekirsch.substack.com/.../incriminating-evidence  (01/18/2022)
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Thank you Rose, precisely in the CHD link on the CDC advisers recommend adding COVID vaccines to the children's calendar.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/childhood-covid-vaccine-schedule/?..  (10/20/2022) Committee members said today's vote

does not affect which vaccines are required to attend school, the CDC is simply codifying its pre-existing recommendation. School

mandate decisions are made at the state, county and municipal levels, the committee said. “This discussion doesn't change that,”

said one committee member. But as Dr. Robert Malone pointed out, pediatricians and state public health opcials use the CDC

calendar.

Writing on Substack, Malone said: “State public health systems use the schedule to determine which vaccines are required for

children to enter schools. Yes, some states have more stringent requirements than others. Some states allow 'opt-out', but in the

end, most states follow CDC guidelines. The ACIP functionally sets the 'standard of care' in this area.”

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/acip-votes-to-add-covid-19-injections  (10/20/2022)
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Sure enough, pinklucygirl, Countries from around the world are represented in the World Economic Forum's latest crop of 112

potential globalist leaders. This class joins such luminaries of the radical left as Bill Gates, Jeff Bezos, Peter Buttigieg, Emmanuel

Macron, Gavin Newsom, Angela Merkel, Jacinda Ardern, and many others. According to its website, the Young Global Leaders are

made up of "more than 1,400 members and alumni from 120 nationalities." Individuals are trained to be "Aligned with the mission

of the World Economic Forum", to "advance public-private cooperation in the global public interest", they are the integral part of

Davos.

rairfoundation.com/exposed-meet-klaus-schwabs-2021-class-of-great-rese..  (12/26/2021) Now this statement, “I have to say,

when I mention names now, like Ms. (Angela) Merkel and even Vladimir Putin and so on, they have all been Young Global Leaders

from the World Economic Forum. But what we are very proud of now is the young generation like Prime Minister (Justin) Trudeau.

“Schwab and the WEF had help in setting up their Canadian inDltration mission, including from Trudeau’s former chief of staff,

Gerald Butts, a participant in the WEF’s Davos conferences and a leading backroom organizer of the Trudeau government’s

ideological gambits.

When it comes to subversive plans to overthrow the free-world economy, few are larger in scope than the WEF's global scheme to

remake the world and install a new form of “capitalism” based on the recruitment of corporate leaders into the role of government.

” Dnancialpost.com/opinion/terence-corcoran-in-canada-follow-the-money-..  (02/18/2022)
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HE WOULD HAVE VOTED "HELL NO!" TO THE "VACCINE", IF IT WAS AN OPTION. Dr Paul Opt is a member of the FDA Vaccine

Advisory Committee. Here in very brief we see that he is smart, honest and ethical. He explains why he adamantly apposed the

approval of the so-called covid “vaccine”. He also reveals how the FDA maneuvers to ignore the VAC, approve the genetic injection

anyways, and hide the contraversy from the public. 1.5 minutes. drtrozzi.org/2022/10/21/honest-dr-paul-opt-of-the-fda-really/

 (10/21/2022)
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The human body was not meant to be used as a pin cushion. This is what the Medical Industry is using it for...in order to make a proDt.

Almost all vaccines are a scam. Health does not come from a drug, vaccine, vial or pill. It needs to be earned by one's daily lifestyle and

diet. This is too simple for those who control and snow others with their pontiDcating ways. I met many people during my lifetime who

were not well educaed, but they lived long healthy lives. When I was young, I listened and received advice from healthy older people. They

told me that the secret to their good health was: Keep out of doctor's opces.
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Yes, Barbara, Fauci and the pharmaceutical and agri-food corporations in coexistence with government institutions are the ones

that have promoted chronic diseases, when their mission is to establish a holistic approach to health because it is vital not to get

sick. What makes Covid-19 and any disease more dangerous are previous pathologies, vaccines and all environmental toxins and

those consumed in food, which weaken the immune system and create hyperineammation. We are seeing how all environmental

toxins, those that enter the diet, as well as manipulations of biology, environmental pollution, pesticides such as glyphosate and

electromagnetic, especially 5G, vaccines and prions, in humans and animals are an attack for health and biodiversity.

These toxins accumulate in the body and damage DNA, creating immunosuppressed people. Health is not pursued, the creation of

protocols to immortalize the disease is pursued. The multiple causes that are causing disease and death due to medical treatment

are caused by the principles and protocols of Allopathic Medicine, and not treating patients according to the principles of holistic

medicine. The defense of the terrain theory provides us with the foundation for a healthy body. Immunity comes from lifestyle,

from naturally nourishing your own system, not from pharmaceuticals.
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The best health advice ever, Barbara. I've been on that plan almost my whole life. Stay away from the doctors and hospitals. I'm 80

and I've never been on any prescribed drug except for antibiotics when in my 20's. I've had only a shot for rabies in my entire life

since leaving elementary school. No eu vaccines ever. But I read a lot on how to have a healthy immune system. So I am protected.
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I wish my parents had eschewed vaccines when I was a kid. Live and learn.
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Avoid doctors at all cost.
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Especially healthcare in USA. Mexico has excellent doctors and hospitals. I know from a lot of experience!!
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I recently saw a relative whose whole family, except for their married daughter, had been jabbed; but not boosted.  They had a

business appointment with someone they had met with previously a while back before this business acquaintance was boosted.

Fast forward to a few weeks ago when they met with him again, except this time the gentleman had received his second booster

and was now in a walker with unexplained neurological complications. My relative and her hubby were shocked by his condition.

The gentleman eat out said it happened after being boosted. The veil was lifted from their eyes.  Their position now is "no way will

they be getting boosted". Unfortunately, as others continue being boosted and injured, it will open the eyes to others as it did with

my relative. A sad and pathetic way to have "hope on the horizon" at a huge and unnecessary cost.  BTW ~~ two years ago this

relative and hubby thought I was playing with Dre and my life by not getting jabbed.
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I think the case against the perpetrators of this crime against humanity is supciently well enough made. There is more than enough

proof, even within the CDC's own database, that these shots are both damaging and deadly, and that the CDC, the FDA, and all the

manufactures have known there was serious bodily harm done from use of the shots from test results over a year ago. Their willful

continuation of the "vaccination" program after they know the damage is WILLFUL CONDUCT, which VOIDS all agencies and practitioners'

immunity from prosecution.

This is written right in the PREP Act which is what granted vaccination immunity in the Drst place: aspr.hhs.gov/.../default.aspx  It's time

to Dnish cooking the goose and prosecute. We don't need more proof to start the trials. More proof is just more sadness we are allowing

to be heaped on our souls. I'm not saying to reject the proof, I'm just saying we need to get the trials started, and proceed with them until

all knowing perpetrators have been given appropriate sentences.

Steve Kirsch has placed a billboard advertisement, running for one month, right outside CDC headquarters in Atlanta, GA which states

"The death safety signal for VAERS was triggered long ago". stevekirsch.substack.com/.../this-is-the-billboard-that-we-will  The CDC can't

continue to push Covid vaccines and expect their employees to have immunity once the obvious signs of damage are present. There is no

longer any immunity from prosecution. The jig is up. Lets go to trial.
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Right! There is more than enough proof so move now, and if more proof is uncovered, add it in later. Waiting for perfection means

just waiting and is about as bad as doing nothing.
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Well said,, in a nutshell Steve!
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Well established stoneharbour, criminals triggering this serious crisis must be tried for illegal conduct by not reporting the serious

risks of biological weapons and also not allowing freedom of expression. As REINER FUELLMICH stated “Organizations such as

the WEF, the WHO, the IMF and BlackRock colluded with governments around the world to organize a pandemic that they had been

planning for years. They then deliberately created mass panic through false statements of fact and a social engineering psy-op

whose messages they broadcast through the corporate media, impeding free speech. Political tyranny wants to muzzle doctors

and subject them to the yoke of money and scientiDc manipulation.

The paradigm of scientiDc information that is always consolidated and monopolized by governments and "health" agencies,

pharmaceutical multinationals and billionaires, now has as allies Google, Facebook and Twitter that have joined in silencing

dissidence, censoring people who they do not agree with the wisdom of truth. Sciences. The gagged of independent scientists,

doctors and journalists and the untold millions who do not comply with the edicts of the government-media-corporate complex

has taken hold since this fake pandemic began and hypnotized minds into the abyss of fear and uncertainty, reaching the Orwellian

level. of censorship that we are witnessing. laterales
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Dr Nass, a member of the CHD scientiDc advisory committee, said, “However, we have a First Amendment and often state laws that

explicitly protect free speech. Science is best developed with wisdom, humility and a desire to serve humanity. Dr. Fleming-Dutra

presented at the CDC Advisory Committee meeting on COVID vaccines, Showing her data on the epcacy of those vaccines that

rapidly decreased to zero or less: After 6 months, people vaccinated of all ages are more likely to contract COVID.

merylnass.substack.com/p/cdc-brief-eeming-dutra-forgot-what?utm_sourc..  (10/18/2022).---------------------- Comment from Meryl

Nass on her own substack: PFIZER DOCS.

This is HUGE. PFIZER DOCUMENTS. This is HUGE. PDzer told FDA it had to hire 600 extra employees to process the adverse

event/death reports from its COVID vaccine after only 3 months of rollout. PDzer told the FDA that it had to hire an additional 600

employees to process adverse event/death reports from its COVID vaccine after only 3 months of implementation.

FDA wanted 75 years to release this. phmpt.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/reissue_5.3.6-postmarketing-exper..  .

3.6-postmarketing-experience.pdf#page=6 They said you can't keep a secret when so many are involved. But the Kennedy

assassination proved them wrong. They said you can't keep a secret when so many are involved. . How many knew at PDzer, FDA,

HHS, Oracle about the carnage that required 600 new hires simply to process the paperwork?

merylnass.substack.com/.../its-opcial-cdc-and-uk-government
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Very good thoughts Gui. Yes, there should also be prosecution of all agencies who strong-armed doctors and others in any way to

be part of the plot. Any person working against this plot that brings harm should have full protection of the law and be able to sue

for back pay, caused public scorn, and other psychological stress due to the strident actions of the organizations mis-using their

power to promote this tyranny.
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It is obvious that there will not be prosecution, could it be that too many in higher power appear to be  in on it.
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Just; you are right on! There is already a mountain of proof of these CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY. What is everyone waiting for?
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I do Genealogy as well as clean old tombstones so I spend a lot of time in cemeteries as well as on Find A Grave , I have been monitoring

the Deaths of Babies on there . It is more than I can Take . You can put in the 2022 year for the death and Birth and it will pull only What

has been entered by volunteers to date . In the bible Leviticus 18:21 says you must not give any of your children for sacriDce. My 6 year

old grandson has 2 classmates in the hospital after there covid shots and they cant Dgure out what’s wrong with them .REALLYanyone

Thats involved with this Is Complicit and you will never make me believe there are this many Ignorant people Thank You To everyone who

is Standing up . I will never shut up .. I tell everyone that this is not the same Vaccines we have been able to trust in the past. And really at

this point I wonder if they haven’t been poisoning us all along. You can trust the Goverment. just ask the Indians
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The government tells the people* that you can trust us and if you don't believe us then just ask us. *(with public service

announcements and more paid for with your tax dollars used against you)
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That's very interesting on how to Dnd the deaths of babies recorded this year. I do genealogy also and never thought of this. Yes,

most infant deaths are going to be "same as birth date" which is not a vax fatality. But there are a lot that were born in 2020 0r

2021 that died this year. It would be interesting to hear about those deaths: What percent were nursed by vaxed mothers; what

percent were born to vaxed mothers, etc.?
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For surgeon Dr. Lee Merritt, there is no way to justify experimentation on children by forcing them to take deadly vaccines against

the Wuhan coronavirus. Merritt voiced his opinion when she was interviewed on Tuesday, November 9, by "Connecting The Dots"

host and conservative political commentator Dan Happel for Brighteon.TV. Human beings are being trained to bow to the

increasing demands of obedience imposed by globalist elites. The Pharmaceutical MaDa in partnership with government

institutions and globalist elites have paved the way for planned genocide.

Authentic villains and unscrupulous psychopaths who only have one goal set in Davos: absolute power and unlimited economic

beneDts while the victims of menticide suffer and die. Those who continue to take booster shots are only accelerating their

biological destruction, playing into the hands of depopulation globalists who seek to end the viability of the human race on planet

Earth. www.brighteon.com/1e6a14a6-1a8f-4617-9607-d01d3e1ec109
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Uh, they have been poisoning us all along. This is just blatant, in your face.
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If you believe you have been able to trust vaccines previously, they your education is not complete. My children were born in the

early 80s. They are vaccine damaged. Not anything obvious at Drst but the more I learn the more I Dgure out in hindsight. My

middle son has barely any foods he can eat. I truly regret ever vaccinating them. All vaccines are evil and worthless. My youngest

brother lost his 4-month-old to vaccines.
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Those still hell bent to promote these killer vaccines have sold their souls to the devil and belong to him. They hate children, babies,

women, and men...human beings in general. They love money and their jobs, so it is only right they should lose both and forfeit their own

lives when they are brought to trial, and they most certainly should be brought to trial and punished. "The thief has come to steal, to kill,

and to destroy." Sounds like the apt description of the pro covid vaxxers - killers of humanity. Like all murderers their lives should be

forfeit. What say you?
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Yes, Hopeful, ATTORNEY DR. REINER FUELLMICH WITH OPENING STATEMENTS AT GRAND JURY INVESTIGATION INTO THE C-19

PANDEMIC! Attorney Reiner Fuellmich gave his opening statements to the Grand Jury Proceeding by the People’s Court of Public

Opinion. “Organizations like the WEF, WHO, IMF and BlackRock colluded with governments worldwide to stage a pandemic that

they had been planning for years, according to the attorneys. They then deliberately created mass panic through false statements

of fact and a socially engineered psychological operation whose messages they conveyed through the corporate media. The

purpose of this mass panic was to persuade the population to agree to the so-called “vaccinations” which have in the meantime

been proven to be neither effective, nor safe, but extremely dangerous, even lethal.

The economic, social, and health damage that these Crimes Against Humanity have caused to the world’s population can be

measured in hundreds of trillions of dollars.......”.in the video link

rumble.com/vu5ro7-attorney-reiner-fuellmichs-opening-statements-grand-..  .--

rumble.com/vhsphv-dr.-reiner-fuellmich-1000-lawyers-have-evidence-that..  .---

ussanews.com/watch-attorney-dr-reiner-fuellmich-with-opening-statement..  (02/07/2022)
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ja, ja, und now ve have Dnally made headway eliminating der reckless breeders, ja. Cinder Klaus, (WEF - Klaus Schwab,)... Jeepers

Creepers, golly gee, isn't this great Cinder? Bill Gates... So where is our cut? Fraudci & allies.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Just, the globalist elite has found a good way to depopulate, impede fertility, seriously injure children and kill the elderly with

genetic weapons. For more than ten years, billionaires described as philanthropists have held meetings to reduce the size of the

world population that culminated in the Covid crisis. Recent developments suggest that "depopulation" is an integral part of

so-called Covid mandates, including lockdown policies and the mRNA "vaccine." Flash back to 2009. According to the Wall Street

Journal: "Billionaires are trying to reduce the world's population." In May 2009, billionaire philanthropists met behind closed doors

at the home of the president of Rockefeller University in Manhattan.

This secret meeting was sponsored by Bill Gates. They called themselves "The Good Club." Participants included the late David

Rockefeller, Warren Buffett, George Soros, Michael Bloomberg, Ted Turner, Oprah Winfrey, and many more. A few months later, Bill

Gates in his TED presentation (February 2010) regarding vaccination, conDrmed the following; "And if we do a great job on new

vaccines, health care, reproductive health services, we could reduce that [the world's population] by 10 or 15 percent."

www.globalresearch.ca/secret-may-2009-meeting-of-the-good-club-billion..
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THE RISE AND FALL OF THE GREAT RESET — professor Arthur Noble Something is changing. The Great Reset, described by the

Gatestone Institute as “a blueprint for destroying freedom, innovation, and prosperity, 4 calls for a huge global network of

thousands of world leaders from business, politics, and civil society. They share variants of the Davos philosophy and are

supported by a large income from corporate membership fees. The WEF also has a youth wing called the 'Global Shapers

Community': 9,655 'shapers' work from 428 'hubs' in 148 different countries to inDltrate politics and promote Schwab's evil

nonsense. On August 29, 2022, the US House of Representatives Dnally introduced a 'Defund Davos' bill (HR8748) that will follow

Trump's earlier efforts to deny the use of taxpayer funds to support the WEF. 5

www.globalresearch.ca/rise-fall-great-reset-professor-arthur-noble/579..  (10/19/2022)
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Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Seems writings trace back to 1992 or even earlier: MARIA ZEEE : PROF. DOLORES CAHILL - WE'RE IN THE MASS KILLING PHASE

OF AGENDA 21 - www.bitchute.com/.../uAnYytrdIpfn  - most of the background is in the Drst half of this recent interview.
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candokid
Joined On 7/23/2007 7:58:46 PM
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Please someone make this make sense....doctors tell pregnant women to stay away from Deli Meat, certain cheeses, and unpasteurized

foods, and certain seafoods. But getting these SHOTS during pregnancy......that they have absolutely no research on, IS SAFE? This is

maddening to me. But don't eat Deli Meat? But pregnant women don't question their doctors. They believe their doctors know everything.

Do your research Pregnant Mom's to Be. Say NO.
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Its fear-based eugenics embedded into the medical system, going on for the past 50 plus years. Clear for some time that the word

"PROTECTION" has an inverted meaning. Trust no one.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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We are approaching 3 years no post Fauci funded "said" wuh eu lab release in CHINA and not ONE person or entity responsible of any of it

has remotely been held accountable. The same perps are all in the same positions doing what they have always done. Not ONE!
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Hi brodiebrock12 - you may want to listen to this recent Bannon's War Room interview: "Steve Kirsch & Dr. McCullough - The 15-0

Vote To Add The COVID Vaccine To Kid's Vaccine Schedule" - www.bitchute.com/.../QHOji5pniNJA  - topic is lost trust in Agencies

and in Big Pharma. Somewhat political discussion, as countries around the world are rapidly dropping use of these kill/clot shots.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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Boston University CREATES new Covid strain that has an 80% kill rate in mice. By combining the spike protein of the more contagious

Omikron variant with the original strain from Wuhan, they created a new very deadly variant. >> "This should be totally forbidden, it's

playing with Dre" <<, writes Prof Shmuel C. Shapira MD MPH on twitter, see the pictures in the tweet. He knows what he is talking about,

being a physician, scientist, and the Head of Israel Institute for Biological Research for 8 years.

twitter.com/shmuelcshapira/status/1582050021381668864?cxt=HHwWgIDU1ZiH..  In his tweet is a link to this Daily Mail article

www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-11323677/Outrage-Boston-University-..  * * * While mad scientists are creating the next global

pandemic in a lab the Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau is threatening to bring all the restrictions back if vaccine uptake doesn’t

increase!  * * * CDC To Vote To Permanently Shield PDzer and Moderna From Covid Vaccine Injury Liability

rumble.com/v1oleos-cdc-to-vote-to-permanently-shield-pDzer-and-modern..
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Thanks Pete, yes mad scientists because there are psychopathic leaders. The truth is that this gain in function has brought fatal

consequences to vaccine development and based on this pandemic, the CDC/NIH/WHO/Gates/Rockefeller, Fauci etc. sociopaths

are orchestrating this disaster by adopting draconian interventions such as immunity certiDcates, microchipping, forced

vaccination, torpedoing our sovereign rights, and ultimately the war on life with a vaccine that will only bring proDt to BigPhama

and its government partners, while injecting more disease into people. Commenting on the researchers’ announcement, Robert F.

Kennedy, Jr., , remarked on the potential danger of such research — and its federal funding: “What could be more insane than

Anthony Fauci funding more of his gain of function experiments to soup up coronavirus lethality in the middle of a pandemic

caused by a juiced-up coronavirus that has killed millions?

“All of horriDed humanity is watching Lord of the Flies play out at National Institutes of Health and praying for the adults to appear.”

Sen. Roger Marshall (R-Kan.), a doctor, said the research involved “lethal gain of function virus research” that creates the “potential

to kill more people than any singular nuclear weapon.” “Viruses have managed to escape even the most secure labs,” Marshall

said, adding that this type of “research must stop immediately while the risks and beneDts can be investigated.”
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Jessica Rose, Ph.D., commenting on the NEIDL research on Substack, wrote: “What they have done in this work, as described by

their own methods and results, is akin to madness.“It is akin to madness because  they basically created and published a recipe for

a deadly pathogen (80% mortality rate in the subjects of their experiments) of their own construction in their lab. “By the way, this

is precisely gain-of-function research. It couldn’t be more descriptive.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/new-covid-strain-risky-gain-of-fun..  (10/18/2022)

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/bu-creates-new-sars-cov-2-strain?utm_source..  (10/18/2022)

jessicar.substack.com/p/this-new-pre-print-pretty-much-summarizes  (10/18/2022)
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Thanks, Gui. What makes it worse that they were not normal mice but were altered to have human receptors. * * * Glyphosate and

Other Harmful Contaminants Found by "Moms Across America" (MAA) in 95% of School Lunches.

thevaccinereaction.org/2022/10/glyphosate-and-other-harmful-contaminan..  Glyphosate is a chelator of zinc, that protects

against viruses as Covid. It also raises malondialdehyde (a sign of oxidative stress and harm to the brain. See my comments

yesterday on depression). Stephanie Seneff said Glyphosate lowers our immune system by suppressing it such that it can is

unable to clear the virus and also it raises ineammation.

* * * Dr. Fauci is worse that dr. Mengele. He turned children into Guinea pigs, abusing and hurting them for Big Phama drugs trials.

In 2004, investigative journalist Liam Scheff chronicled Dr Fauci’s secretive experiments on hundreds of HIV-positive foster

children at Incarnation Children’s Center (ICC) in New York City and numerous sister facilities in New York and six other states

between 1988 and 2002. Those experiments were the core of Dr Fauci’s career-deDning effort to develop a second generation of

proDtable AIDS drugs as an encore to AZT.

Scheff described how Dr Fauci’s NIAID and his Big Pharma partners turned black and Hispanic foster kids into lab rats, subjecting

them to torture and abuse in a grim parade of unsupervised drug and vaccine studies: “This former convent houses a revolving

stable of children who’ve been removed from their own homes by the Agency for Child Services

www.conservativewoman.co.uk/exposed-how-anthony-fauci-tortured-vulnera..
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I believe that! Omicron came from a different lab in S. Africa. It may have started from the same virus 6+ years ago, but the GOF

research that led to Omicron was all done in S. Africa. Look at the timing of the vaccine (booster) for it. It came almost exactly a

year after Omicron was detected. How long was it before we had jabs for the original alpha/beta strains? ONE YEAR! If you recall,

they were supposed to "tweak" the original jab to make it effective against Omicron and it was supposed to be ready my late Feb

2022. They DID have it ready and it FAILED! It was showing not to be safe and effective. The FDA didn't approve it! Back to the

drawing boards. It took them another 6 months to get something thrown together that the FDA would eventually approve.
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Trudeau has lost his power - just waiting to lose an election. We occasionally have routs in our electoral system when people get

really pissed and we are about to experience one soon. He is playing to his base to maintain support - because the question really

is when you call and election will determine how badly things go - and from a liberal standpoint there is no good timing on the

horizon. The NDP's support is the only think keeping them in power - and from their point of view there is nothing good ahead. I

don't think he can maintain power until 2025 - but maybe -with the idea that people forget about the past. While that may be true if

you lost a loved one to vaccines you have a long and emotional memory that will not forget.
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Irregular or chronic menses are well-known adverse effects of the Covid-19 vaccines. We have cured this condition with 10-15 days of

Ivermectin at 12mg/day.
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Thank you AllanMacRae for this info. I am unvaxxed but victim of shedding through close physical contact and it kickstarted long

dormant ovaries. My Ivermectin is on the way and this info solidiDes the decision I made to use it.
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Thanks AllanMacRae for the good news. But how did you get the Ivermectin, do you have link where you can order it?
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Numerous doctors, scientists, virologists are coming out with logical explanations as to why there is no virus and never has been a virus.

As long as a virus narrative is perpetuated vaccines will be pushed upon us.
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“Doctors ba�ed, deadly new Covid-19 side-effect” - says the headline to today’s article - like those side-ads designed to attract your

attention which turn out to be nothing much. Doctors have been “ba�ed” since time immemorial because they are not trained to look for

causes. You don’t Dnd what you are not looking for or have excluded in advance what must not be revealed. The sub-headline reveals the

truth: “both virus and shots may have similar impacts on pregnancy”. In one part of the UK, recent msm reports present only a confused

and confusing picture. Where ignorance is bliss, tis folly to be wise. According to opcial reports: “COVID infection in mothers and babies

does not appear to have played a role in the spike in neonatal deaths during September, 2021.

A preliminary investigation found that the overall number of births in September was normal, but that the number of infants born

prematurely was high compared to previous months and the unusual increase in the neonatal mortality rate deaths in September pushed

the neonatal mortality rate to 4.8 per 1000 live births, i.e. beyond the warning threshold, the Drst time since 2017 that the rate has been

breached. A preliminary review does not indicate that maternal C-19 infection played a role in these events. The vaccination status of the

mothers will not be released due to patient conDdentiality. Uptake is believed to have been hampered by mixed messaging and changing

advice during the pandemic despite opcial guidance to get vaccinated.”
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It is SO easy to ba�e a doctor. Just ask them to diagnose any situation that is not strictly textbook. You will get the deer in the

headlights expression along with them dismissing your ailment and moving on to the next (simpler, easier) cu$tomer.
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On the decline of humans. I have said this for years... it started with the telly, using two senses at once. Then we have statnav, refused to

have one, got a really nice car, cheap, about six years ago because there was no statnav, no one wanted it !
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I know women who are post-menopausal who have begun their menses again. This thing is nasty.
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An aspect just encountered. Rx is soon to sky rocket in cost. The one thing they protect is margin’. If the population that is dependent on

Rx decreases, then those remaining must pay more to keep the margin intact. So they are doing away with themselves. Surely they do not

adhere to the taking of the poisons, the natural believers do not adhere, so they must fade out, bydemand.
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I won't lose any sleep if the entire medical system goes belly up! The Amish don't see doctors or take meds. They rather die at

home than be admitted to a hospital. Now their average lifespan exceeds the average Indoctrinated American's lifespan. And

where is MSM in all of this? 40 years ago it would have been headline news: "America's Average Lifespan Drops for the First

Time......Now People Who Don't See Doctors and Have No Healthcare Insurance are Living Longer Than Those That do".......
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Never get a vaccine for any RNA type virus (coronavirus, ineuenza, adenovirus, rhinovirus, RSV, etc.). They replicate in a random fashion

that leads to more mutations/ variants. The antibodies produced by the vaccine response are never a 100% match for the proteins in the

virus. For example, the mRNA jabs only focus on 1 protein (the tip ofthe spike protein). There are 23 proteins in SARS-Cov-2. A standard

attenuated viral vaccine would be a near perfect match to at least 20 of he 23 proteins. Only focusing on 1 protein guarantees the virus

will eventually mutate and escape.

Even a regular attenuated viral vaccine is a crap shoot at best because it takes so long to make one. By the time you modify the virus

(attenuate it) so it can't replicate and then incubate them in chicken eggs the virus you are going after has already come and gone and/or

has mutated to the point that the vaccine is no longer effective. In other words, respiratory virus vaccines are all smoke and mirrors. You

are better off upping your vit-d and zinc. Supplement if you have to.
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No One can know unless they have lived it personally, the life of living with a handicapped baby. Your life as you knew it, happily waiting

the birth of this new life is forever changed, and what was considered normal no longer exists. Today, the Dndings are out there, the horror

continues, and its called IGNORANCE! Not Knowing, has with it a potential death threat, and end of life as you currently know it. Who is

willing to enter a life-changing role from expectant parent to 24/7 caregiver with a damaged child? To have this happen, to willingly give

your permission to have this happen to you without Drst checking this information that is now out there, easy to access is just sheer

lunacy.

Remorse? too late for that, and if your infant survives, the special needs, the constant on-demand needs, ruins marriages, and damage to

siblings' lives. There is a disconnect between friends, and family. Your career which you Thought, you'd have, is ended. Left with this

deformity, and all because you Trusted your medical system, Trusted this government, Trusted all the Lies that Media was Paid to Sell

you, and YOU??? Well you were just too busy with your social media BS to not educate yourself! You can't possibly consider that it was

YOUR DECISION to bring this into your life... Oh,, Another Victim! Somehow, there no longer is any compassion for your ignorant choices.
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The guilt you carry the rest of your life will be an even bigger burden.
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Lorac: brutal. Truth. In this age of communication and information at your Dngertips, there are no excuses. These parents are just

as guilty as the drug pushers.
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We are in the process of writing a book, loosely mention in this book are thought provoking spins and ideas on the butterey and domino

effects. At nano level, spanning universal levels. From thoughts (metaphysical to the materialistic we all commonly know and sense).

Mercolas article on Regression of Humanity is sooooo well placed in our thought of what humanity is doing and the line of thinking on

our book. Not only does the spike protein tamper w/ the bio-level operation of ''LIFE''. It actually may be a a parry to a multi parallel action

that is working on conjunction with other actions Mercola, Steven Hakwens and other prominent thinkers touch on. IE; GMO'ed foods that

fail to ''replicate'' seed in their evolvement.

Seedless (sterile) food of all kinds may be sending a signal to the gnome of life to stop replicating, stop reproducing, creating a vast array

of signals to end-life. Be it epigeniticly speaking or by way of energy signatures of the altered ''food' or out right damaging the replication

process of ones ''family tree'' at the RNA levels. Everything in the universe MUST replicate, all life forms, mountains must build, planets /

stars must replicate. everything must reproduce (cycles). Humans (a hand full of companies / ppl) are tampering w/ that process. We are

spiritual being have a human experience. Well done article Mercola.
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It is also interesting how much these people hate any natural process of healing. John 1:5 Humans need sunlight. They lock us in

buildings. We need water, They Dll it with poison. We need air. They spray it with metal and on and on.
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Said elephant seems to now enjoy pooping on the room's occupants, although 80% plus of them do not even see that, never mind the

beast, so devoid of sense as they are.
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Can't smell the elephant poop or bullshit with the muzzle on.
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You guys made me laugh! If you can't laugh at this insanity - you'll end up crying!
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I add one more negative. Negatives were very predictable from the start regarding this so called "vaccine" genocidal weapon of biological

warfare injected directly into the bodies of those who would have otherwise not been vulnerable to the man-made virus of biological

warfare. Predictable by a simple logic challenge of the absurdity of droning "Safe and Effective" without any possibility of knowing the

future. I add those who foolishly got injected add to their growing list of self-induced harm and negatives, the social stigma. SpeciDcally,

for me, even the otherwise most attractive single young lady has zero chance of becoming my future wife and future mother of my future

children as I will turn away faster than if she lit up a cigarette.

Aside from the self-sabotage of their health, it is an indicator of stupidity, gullibility and idolatrous worship of a new warped religion

called "The Science Says" as if science says anything. People say things and many are corrupt and taking money to say what they are told

to say or not tell the truth out of fear, so certainly the other name of their idolatry, "Consensus Science" (an oxymoron and antithetical

anathema to the meaning of science), is absurd as science is not about submitting to presumed authority and is about questioning

everything including and especially science.

Data doesn't even "say" anything as it is the person who interrupts data or is paid to say their quite often mistaken conclusions. My point
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Data doesn't even "say" anything as it is the person who interrupts data or is paid to say their quite often mistaken conclusions. My point

is, those who have self-sabotaged their bodies and their future and the future of otherwise possibility healthy generations have also given

themselves this social stigma and I emphasize that with stating that the otherwise most desirable single young lady has zero chance to

be attractive to me as I particularly don't want to saddle my future children with genetic tampering abominations to our Creator.
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Ronald_H
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Though evil certainly proliferated in those times, it wasn't simply evil that was destroyed by our Creator with the eood as evident in

the animal species saved that were selected and prompted by our Creator to board Noah's Ark only two by two. Why? Certainly

animals weren't evil as we generally understand the meaning. Instead, the evil was the supernatural tampering with the genetics of

man and animals of that time. What are the genetic modiDcations going on today? They are likewise abominations to our Creator

and His designs of us. There is not much different except man's idolatry of man. There are implications regarding destruction and

the remnant to be spared and have blessings of protection. Side effects aren't the only thing predictable by this abomination.

 Reference key terms: {Nephilim, sons of God ... daughters of man
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Of every clean beast thou shalt take to thee by sevens, the male and his female: and of beasts that are not clean by two, the male

and his female. 3 Of fowls also of the air by sevens, the male and the female; to keep seed alive upon the face of all the earth.
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Indeed. All who submitted to this had been following the devil long before. Their characters had been stamped. But there are the

exceptions and thank God for those who turned back at the 11th hour at terrible expense.
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Things are bad--but it's great to have Dr. Mercola really telling it like it is.
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It is nice to come here and read words of wisdom and honesty. I don't care if he's wrong or right because it's mostly mindset. Get

your head right and everything else falls in place. HIIT, IF, Meditation, God, and Dr. Mercola!
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The “virus” was an excuse to usher in the deadly vaccines. Dr Vernon Coleman was an early user of the word genocide.
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Something we can ALL do is forward Dr. Mercola's articles to family and friends, whether we forward the while article or simply copy and

paste parts of an article. Articles and comments here are encouraging to us, but the people who really need the information are those

who don't know they exist.
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Cold - Very true, & I do this. But along with being encouraged by the comments, I learn SO much from them, so if I send the actual

link, I encourage the recipient to read through the comments. I actually pull many of them into Word docs, to have as a reference. I

wonder, though -- are these emails still being deleted in 48 hours? I'm subscribed to Dr. M's substack, but my friends are not. When

I send them substack articles, I copy & paste.
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We may be able to refuse the “AX-ines” for now, but with the spraying of aerosols, GMO foods loaded with spike (and controlling the food

supply to make sure anything you buy in a store is loaded with the bioweapon like enforced spike injections of all livestock), and probably

water supplies, we will all be a part of this diabolical plot sooner or later. Which begs the question, how will ALL of the perps keep from

being “infected” with the weapon if it is widespread aerosolized?
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Blood transfusions and adrenochrome
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Maybe, as was suggested many months ago by someone, they have the antidote.
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They also spend a lot of time indoors and below the ground. Look at Gatesy.
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Apart from all this bunk, a supreme court judge who relies on the nyt to educate them about what is true or not true, should tell you all you

need to know about where we are. In the late 19th century Helena Blavatsky said that WW3 would be a war of semantics. She was a

follower of satan who is far smarter than we give him credit for.
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Jeremiah -- I too agree that satan is far smarter than we give him credit for. He is wreaking havoc in our world. The Godless global

reset cabal is most deDnitely following satan. They don't believe in the one true God, they believe THEY will be the gods, making

decisions that will affect all of us. Whether or not they're aware of being satan followers, they ARE nonetheless. We must continue

to stand on the side of God, & truth! We are facing the hardest times we've ever seen, if things don't turn around soon.
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They are ALL very aware of who they are following, who they serve, who they are controlled by- their god.
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HanneKoplev
Joined On 7/30/2013 1:15:23 AM
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Concerning vaccination of pregnant women with whooping cough vaccine. The vaccine contains aluminium, which is a neurotoxic

substance. What about the fetus?
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umfuli
Joined On 4/6/2011 2:17:00 AM
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My sister in law's daughter died two days after childbirth. Bled out. They don't know why. This will be the winter of discontent.
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ProximaC
Joined On 8/8/2021 7:01:09 PM
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I have learnt that an oncologist in an Asian country has said the same thing to one of my contacts. "They don't know why". An

unusual number of women whose cancers had been in remission have had their cancer come surging back like never seen before.

The only thing they have in common is they all were vaccinated. Six of them have already died. This number itself, unusual, within

the short span of time.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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I'm sorry ANYONE stupid enough to put this poison into themselves or their loved ones now should be in the hospital for a FRONTAL

LOBOTOMY. They have an Abby Normal brain!!!!  Their are NO excuses for wilful stupidity,.
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Hey, hey hey! Don't go insulting Mel Brooks' movies by association with these fools.
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brianallen1
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I wholeheartedly agree. How can you look at a 6 month old baby and think "man, what this child needs is a needle stuck in its arm

containing an unknown drug"! Or even a 17 year old. Or a 35 year old. Or a 65 year old. Or an 80 year old. Utter, stupid fools.
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LIBotomy.
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AureliaOana
Joined On 8/25/2008 10:57:44 AM
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It just boggles the mind! new.awakeningchannel.com/500-new-vaccines-by-2030-world-health-organiz..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Only 500 new, untested and contaminated clot shots called vaccn's? My guess, and only a guess, is the loss of trust we are

watching unfold in front of our eyes, will shorten the life expectancy of the CDC, FDA, NIH, HHS, PDzer, Moderna and any other

vaccn company, at least in their current structure and format. The WHO may suffer a worse fate, as it is currently funded primarily

by Gates Foundation and the CCP. ~ ! ~ ! ~ ! ~ ! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Here's a link to "The Plan" for the next 10 years: THE PLAN (2022) TEN

YEARS OF PLANDEMICS +MORE IF YOU DO NOT OBEY THEM (SLAVE)TO THERE NWO - - www.bitchute.com/.../BDta3aTtHe3v
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Joined On 7/26/2007 6:24:19 PM
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On my usual question - how do the true believers come to grips with the information that is surfacing on vaxxes.  Well kind of mewing

lines like -the vaxer lords never said it would stop the spread (the latest line). Well actually they did and there is no memory holing -

everyone is keeping copies electronically and in old fashioned paper - and what you said in the past can't be erased. The response seems

to be - well lets just close our eyes and move on - the powers will make sure we are safe if we follow all instructions.  Someone said it is

easier to fool people than convince them they have been fooled.
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brianallen1
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For anyone still doubting the complicity of doctors, take your own profession and job into account. If you were instructed/ ordered/ forced

to do the opposite of your duties and harm and kill customers and other people, would you comply? Would you do the opposite of what

you have always done just to protect and keep your income? If you had even the slightest inkling that you were now doing harm to people,

would you look the other way or look into the facts? These intelligent, educated experts are not that stupid. They are eat out drug pushers

and murderers with little or no conscience. If I ever have contact with any of them, I will not hesitate to let them know they are the dregs

of society. Fortunately and unfortunately, I never encounter any of them.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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I thought you might appreciate this, Brian. One step closer to the global culling of the children - and the rest of us! --

www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/kids-covid-vaccine-cdc-group-says-a..
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Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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I LEFT nuclear weapons testing at the Nevada Test Site for that very reason. My conscience was screaming at me. What I was

doing was causing HARM to others - THAT was the Drst time I saw the government openly lying to people. I turned and walked

away from my Drst (and well paying) engineering position out of college. YES! As you say, these are NOT doctors - they are "The

PUSHER MAN" as was sung about by Steppenwolf "God DAMN the pusher man!" The pusher man has no conscience and no

empathy - just keeps giving out bumps to the junkies for money. If a few junkies die, what does the pusherman care -there are

always more junkies. If a babe is born a junkie form a junkie mom - thats ok too. People who take this stuff now are JUNKIES! If

you DO see any of them (the pushers) (I stay way way away form main stream anything - including "medicine" ) - CALL them the

PUSHERMAN!! Listen to Steppenwolf's song if you haven't heard it or play it again if its been a long time.
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Randy, a simple recommendation alone by a scam group will make people think it is safe, required and the law. They live by half

paying attention to sound bytes.
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garyha_
Joined On 3/18/2022 3:40:35 AM
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Well, they could switch over to these to battle our 401,000 new baby rate per day to save earth and avoid more war and managed

famines. Perhaps fewer side-effects, not too bad in 37 other mammals that were invasive species. Gonadotropin Releasing Hormone

(GnRH)—Toxin Conjugate . ... gestation and will cause abortion within 35 days of injection. DeNicola et al. That's a single shot but the 2

shots 3 weeks apart version, Pzp, also has side effects. Involving the uterus. Some other info:

www.environment.nsw.gov.au/-/media/OEH/Corporate-Site/Documents/Animal..  I can't think of any other options except maybe a

worldwide honesty campaign about the resources problem and use media to make all the hot chicks desire the snipped males who

volunteer for the vasectomies that come with those Dne gift cards.
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jen3070
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Like many other government interferences lately, it is OBVIOUS they don't want to solve the problems they claim to want to solve (I mean

truly solve, as in solving for the beneDt of each human), because it is SO OBVIOUS that if they really did, they would be solving them in

completely different ways (or not creating problems that don't exist in the Drst place).  This is clearly attack on God's good creation. Satan

hates creation and people especially. He will go to any length to destroy as much as he can before he is permanently stopped. Child

sacriDce is deDnitely in view here, as well (via unsafe shots, gender alterations such as destroying natural hormones and mutilating

organs, abortion, and more). People are being tricked into doing his dirty work for him. People need to wake the heck up.
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The Culling of Humanity. Insanity.
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM
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Want to see some proof of "shedding" that the good doctor is referring to? secularheretic.substack.com/.../shedding-revealed
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM
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"DO NO HARM?" Yeah, right!
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Joined On 10/14/2011 9:35:46 AM
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Reading about the whooping cough vaccines being given to mothers in the last trimester of their pregnancy and the bad results that are

coming from that reminds me of how the WHO and the Gates Foundation had been caught given tainted Tetanus vaccines in several 3rd

world nations, in Africa, India, Pakistan, S America, Mexico and the Philippines, which were causing stillbirths, miscarriages, and

permanent sterility in the young women they were giving the shots to. I remember Gates' infamous TED talk years ago, think you can still

Dnd it on YouTube, where he says he can lower the world population by 10% through vaccinations. Obviously, if you are using vaccines to

improve health, the population would be expected to go up and not down.
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SomeMo888
Joined On 7/17/2022 11:04:17 AM
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Gates later said he meant that people would have less children if the ones they already had didn’t die from diseases that could’ve

been prevented with a vaccine. Awful human, if he even is one.
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craigcam
Joined On 7/2/2021 6:11:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People need to stop beating around the bush. No one should be getting these shots of any age and the pharma companies who

developed these shots should shoud be sued into oblivion and put out of business. after multiple convictions for fraud everyone can

clearly see this is a cabal that is using media to push worthless (deadly) shots on people simply for proDt and to fulDll the 1% elites goals

of depopulation so they can live in splendid wealthy isolation. i took all my money oput of the unaccountable investment funds that can

literally go to zero and bought directly in companies that provide essential services. darik.news/.../576463.html
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ros81171
Joined On 5/29/2014 1:02:00 PM
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all the better for CONTROL Best bet is to kill in the womb either by shooting it full of poison guaranteeing the mother that 'it will take care

of you and your baby' or released from a lab to kill indiscriminately
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Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM
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Then they all scratch their heads and ask, “why/how did this happen?” Or “nobody knows why.”   Wow!!! Really!!!!?  If it weren’t so

sad it wd be funny.
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bburns1955
Joined On 8/1/2011 10:21:55 PM
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Just a correction on what Dr. Robert Malone said. He actually said, "We got to hang together, or we are certainly going to hang seperately"

-- as in HANG.  Taken from Benjamin Franklin's quote: "We must hang together, gentlemen...else, we shall most assuredly hang

separately." Whether Franklin actually said it or not, it meant was that unity was essential to achieving victory in the Revolutionary War.

Just as unity is essential in Dghting against this global cabal's great reset.
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rrealrose
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Add as Friend  Send Message

More recently, this has shifted to "Public Trust is Gone" - Here's a recent article from his substack -

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/acip-votes-to-add-covid-19-injections

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/21/2022 9:47:21 AM
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dgu5572
Joined On 6/26/2013 12:09:09 PM
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I loved all the commentary. What has perplexed me is when did the medical profession become so political that they sacriDced people to

go with the agenda? Or, are the medical doctors so ignorant about vaccines in general and then about all their peers who tried to warn

everyone? Or are they brainwashed to ignore their medical training and if so, how could so many be brainwashed at the same exact time?

I was shocked when the whistleblower at the Mayo Clinic said that many if not most of the doctors and nurses at that facility in

Jacksonville were of the position that if you don't get the shot, you should die. It is like the Hippocratic Oath is gone gone gone.

And how easy was it for the doctors agree to not treat sick people who did not get the shot unless they could not breathe? And lastly, how

could so many doctors and medical examiners be willing to falsify medical records at hospitals to ensure that no death was assigned to

the vaccine? To have this many doctors completely corrupted, complacent and with no concern for people's health has me stymied. Was

it a few doctors or most doctors? At this point, I am terriDed of going into a hospital for any reason. Now i am beginning to view the

medical profession like the legal profession. Sad.
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A new documentary is coming called: "Making a Killing", premieres November 4.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/21/2022 9:33:16 AM
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bburns1955
Joined On 8/1/2011 10:21:55 PM
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dgu - I agree. I've told my brothers (I don't have children) that not matter what happens, do not take me to a hospital. Just let me

die at home. I know that the second I die, I'll be in the presense of Jesus, so that does not scare me. Going to the hospital DOES

scare me. I've lost 99% of respect for the medical community. Only those like the Front Line Doctors do I have faith in.  Mattias

Desmet, from Belgium, talks about Mass Formation, a type of hypnosis, which explains the brainwashing.

www.youtube.com/watch . He says that people begin "...to believe so fanatically in a narrative, that they become radically

intolerant for dissonant voices and that in the end they also stigmatize and ultimately try to destroy people who do not go along

with the narrative."
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Even if both COVID and the jabs cause these issues, I believe it's that case that the jab causes the production of far more toxic spike than

the disease itself. Logically, for the vast majority, multiple jabs over a long period simply must be far worse for the body than COVID

alone.
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Yes? Spike production lasts in the body for up to 15 months or thereabouts (nothing precise), instead of the 7 to 10 days for the

illness. Whatever the case, NOT what the FDA was told, among other massive lies and deceptions. Apparently, the FDA has no

microscopes or scientists working there either.
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The Washington Post stated: 'And they also echoed those in a paper from Ireland that looked at seven cases — six stillbirths and one

second-trimester fetal death in pregnant people infected with the coronavirus — resulting from what the authors called a readily

recognizable pattern of placental injury.’  Pregnant people? Were some of these men? I am so tired of this delusional thinking that gender

is a choice. It is not.  Men cannot be pregnant--ever. These same people claim that we need to "follow the science" yet do the very

opposite when it comes to gender--which they claim is not the same as biological sex--and covid and the vax. It's like living in a horrible

science Dction movie.
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Referring back to Helena Blavatsky's prophecy that the WW3 will be a war of semantics, God is The Word. God is The Truth and He

has ordained that when we use words, we are invoking God's character and the entire existence of physical reality. Words are

eternally important. They are the bridge that God ordained to communicate the knowledge of Himself. His Word will never pass

away. Jesus Christ is the Word. When we change words to say the opposite of what they mean, we are speaking the devil's

language, who when he lies he speaks his native tongue. When we believe lies, it causes us to make decisions and adopt views

that take us in a certain direction.

What we think is true will be acted upon. Satan knows this. In another angle of the same topic, the internet is the devil's attempt to

reverse the curse of the tower of Babel. 'They set their mouth against the heavens, and their tongue walketh through the earth.' And

the whole earth was of one language, and of one speech. And it came to pass, as they journeyed from the east, that they found a

plain in the land of Shinar; and they dwelt there. And they said one to another, Go to, let us make brick, and burn them thoroughly.

And they had brick for stone, and slime had they for morter. And they said, Go to, let us build us a city and a tower, whose top may

reach unto heaven; and let us make us a name, lest we be scattered abroad upon the face of the whole earth.

And the Lord came down to see the city and the tower, which the children of men builded. And the Lord said, Behold, the people is

one, and they have all one language; and this they begin to do: and now nothing will be restrained from them, which they have

imagined to do. Go to, let us go down, and there confound their language, that they may not understand one another's speech. So

the Lord scattered them abroad from thence upon the face of all the earth: and they left off to build the city.
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I study Bible prophecy and am watching many prophecies coming true right now. This whole issue of transgender Dts into this. For

instance, in the end times, Romans 1 states that a society facing judgement will start with a sexual revolution followed by a

homosexual revolution and Dnally God will them them over to a depraved or deluded mind (depending on your translation).

Thinking that a man can have a baby is a sign of insanity normally. Having a teen believe they are a cat to the point where they stop

talking and use a litter box is a depraved mind. Having a parent lose guardianship because they won't use the desired pronoun for

their child is crazy.

Adults wanting to have a sex change operation performed on a 5 year old is disturbing. Now they are trying to get minor attracted

people (i.e., pedophiles) legalized. Once the bible and God were removed from our society it has become a slippery slope. The fact

that all these things are happening on a global scale can only be considered supernatural from Satan. The bible also states that as

the end draws near, Satan will escalate his attempts to move as many people as possible away from God in every area. The World

Economic Forum is one of his vehicles to do this. BTW, the one world government and the one world economy and the one world

religion (led by the Pope) was prophecized in bible 2000 years ago as a sign that of the end times.

The bible states that in the end times, people will worship the creation (earth) rather than the creator. We are going to let people

starve and freeze to death to protect our planet. First it was covid and now it is climate change. I witnessed a congressional

hearing about 6 years ago where 4 climatologists testiDed that their lives were threatened if they did not falsify the data to show

global warming. I posted this on facebook but it was censored. So Drst it was covid and now climate change. The evil agenda

continues.
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Words mean things- Rush Limbaugh. Words have consequences- Brian Allen.
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So sad. The evil ones will have karma do it's thing.
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Kill them at a young age, kill them before they are born, stop them from being conceived. Whatever it takes.
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“Do not fret because of those who are evil or be envious of those who do wrong; for like the grass they will soon wither, like green plants

they will soon die away. Trust in the Lord and do good; dwell in the land and enjoy safe pasture. Take delight in the Lord, and he will give

you the desires of your heart. Commit your way to the Lord; trust in him and he will do this: He will make your righteous reward shine like

the dawn, your vindication like the noonday sun. Be still before the Lord and wait patiently for him; do not fret when people succeed in

their ways, when they carry out their wicked schemes.

Refrain from anger and turn from wrath; do not fret—it leads only to evil. For those who are evil will be destroyed, but those who hope in

the Lord will inherit the land. A little while, and the wicked will be no more; though you look for them, they will not be found. But the meek

will inherit the land and enjoy peace and prosperity. The wicked plot against the righteous and gnash their teeth at them; but the Lord

laughs at the wicked, for he knows their day is coming.
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The wicked draw the sword and bend the bow to bring down the poor and needy, to slay those whose ways are upright. But their

swords will pierce their own hearts, and their bows will be broken. Better the little that the righteous have than the wealth of many

wicked; for the power of the wicked will be broken, but the Lord upholds the righteous. The blameless spend their days under the

Lord’s care, and their inheritance will endure forever. In times of disaster they will not wither; in days of famine they will enjoy

plenty. But the wicked will perish: Though the Lord’s enemies are like the eowers of the Deld, they will be consumed, they will go up

in smoke.

The wicked borrow and do not repay, but the righteous give generously; those the Lord blesses will inherit the land, but those he

curses will be destroyed. The Lord makes Drm the steps of the one who delights in him; though he may stumble, he will not fall, for

the Lord upholds him with his hand. I was young and now I am old, yet I have never seen the righteous forsaken or their children

begging bread. They are always generous and lend freely; their children will be a blessing. Turn from evil and do good; then you will

dwell in the land forever. For the Lord loves the just and will not forsake his faithful ones.
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Wrongdoers will be completely destroyed; the offspring of the wicked will perish. The righteous will inherit the land and dwell in it

forever. The mouths of the righteous utter wisdom, and their tongues speak what is just. The law of their God is in their hearts;

their feet do not slip. The wicked lie in wait for the righteous, intent on putting them to death; but the Lord will not leave them in the

power of the wicked or let them be condemned when brought to trial. Hope in the Lord and keep his way. He will exalt you to inherit

the land; when the wicked are destroyed, you will see it.

I have seen a wicked and ruthless man eourishing like a luxuriant native tree, but he soon passed away and was no more; though I

looked for him, he could not be found. Consider the blameless, observe the upright; a future awaits those who seek peace. But all

sinners will be destroyed; there will be no future for the wicked. The salvation of the righteous comes from the Lord; he is their

stronghold in time of trouble. The Lord helps them and delivers them; he delivers them from the wicked and saves them, because

they take refuge in him.” Psalms 37:1-40 NIV bible.com/.../psa.37.1-40.NIV
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Amen. I think the problem here is that 'a little while' with God is usually a lot longer than we prefer.
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Yep. I wear a shirt that reads "and the unvaccinated shall inherit the earth".
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God is sovereign. It is wise to put all our trust and hope in Him. He that dwelleth in the secret place of the Most High shall abide

under the shadow of the Almighty. I will say of the LORD, He is my refuge and my fortress: my God; in Him will I trust.

[Psalm91:1-2]
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